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Paper Issues By
CIVIL WAR SUTLERS

by BRENT HUGHES

Most collectors fantasize that one day they will un-
earth a treasure. Paper money collectors are no
different. They prowl antique shops and flea mar-
kets, peering inside boxes and envelopes. Some go
to used book stores not to buy books but to flip the
pages for anything valuable left there by previous
owners.

The odds are against finding anything worth-
while but it does happen occasionally. The key is
being able to recognize things that the average
person knows nothing about. Among these are the
paper items created by or for the Civil War sutlers.

T HE word "sutler" is obsolete today but it goes back a
long way. As early as 1588 Shakespeare used it in Henry

V— "I shall Sutler be unto the Campe and profits will
accrue" An English army document dated 1590 said 'The Pro-
vost Mareschal and Sargeant Major of every garrison shall
keepe a perfect rolle of all such English Victuallers, (Called in
Dutch, Sutlers) . ."

Whether he was called a victualler, a provisioner or a sutler,
the man was simply a civilian merchant who held an exclusive
contract to sell items that soldiers needed or wanted that were
not furnished by the government.

Our interest is in the sutlers who served during the Civil War
and the various paper items that they created in order to con-
duct their business. There are enough collectors around today
to support an active market and any items that are offered
bring good prices.

This sketch by the author, based on a rare contemporary photograph, shows the sutler but of A. Foulke, sutler attached to the First Brigade,
Horse Artillery, Cavalry Corps, Army of the Potomac, United States Army. The crude log structure with canvas top and overhanging sides
offered some protection from the weather and provided a certain amount of security for the sutler's stock.
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The United States Army and the Confederate Army both had
sutlers but their organizations were a study in contrast. Since
the Union had almost all of the factories that could produce
items for the sutlers, U.S. Army officials kept them well-
organized and regulated with more than 450 merchants on the
roster. For these men, goods actually became more plentiful as
the war went on.

The Confederacy, on the other hand, had few factories and
many of these were destroyed as the war moved against the
South. The relatively few sutlers were augmented by many one-
timers who somehow obtained a supply of a popular item,
sold it to the nearest Confederate military group and left the
area in search of more stock. Under the circumstances very few
paper items were created by Confederate sutlers.

Most of the sutler paymaster orders, scrip, tokens and chits
that survived the war are Union. Some pieces of Confederate

sutler scrip survived but they are quite scarce. There may be
Confederate sutler tokens and chits around and somewhere
there might be a Confederate paymaster order but such items
would be prizes indeed.

Among collectors the words "token," "scrip" and "chit" have
been used interchangeably and will probably continue to be.
For this article, however, I will simplify somewhat by reserving
the word "token" for the coin-like metal disks that a few sutlers
issued. These are covered in various coin publications and rep-
resent a field of study within themselves, so we will do little
more than mention them here. The paper items which
resemble fractional currency will be called "scrip" and the word
"chit" will be used to refer to the small light cardboard items
that were used to make change. The Paymaster Orders were ac-
tually promissary notes signed by soldiers to obtain credit until
pay day. Specialists also try to find payroll lists, invoices and

Voucher form used by EB. Frisbie, Sutler, Invalid Corps showing that a soldier named T.T. Moore received one dollar
in credit on October 31, 1863. Only the words "Invalid Corps" identify this item as Union. In an article titled "An
Invalid Corps" in the December 1985 issue of "Civil War Times," author Gary L. Todd stated that the Confederacy
had no organized Invalid Corps, so we know that it cannot be Confederate. The printer's name at bottom center is
Rose & Co., Prs., 5 So. Calvert St. which sounds like Baltimore, Maryland. From this evidence we can say that Frisbie
was a sutler with a U.S. Army regiment.

The sutler attached to the 50th Regiment, Ohio Volunteers issued some of the more elaborate of sutler scrip. The camp scene at center
is complete with flag pole, artillery piece and two styles of tents.
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paper items related to sutler activities. There are even collectors
who prize the bottles that once contained patent medicines,
the production and sale of which was a major industry at that
time.

In most cases it is not difficult to identify U.S. Army sutler
items. Many will include the name of a state while others will
have "U.S. Army" or "U.S." The words "Invalid Corps" on an item
mark it as Union since the Confederacy never had an organized
Invalid Corps. Such units were made up of men who had been
wounded and rendered unfit for battle, but could still serve as
prison guards or perform other light duties.

Confederate sutler items are of course quickly identified if
they carry the name of one of the Southern states or if they were
made payable in Confederate currency. There were a few hybrid
issues that were payable at either a bank or at a sutler's store.
Close examination will usually turn up some clue about its
origins. Confederate sutler items are much more scarce than
those issued by their Union counterparts.

When the Civil War began and raw recruits filled army ranks,
the role of the sutler became controversial. The soldiers wanted
to write letters home and were appalled at the prices charged by
the camp sutlers for such items as stationery, pencils, pens and
ink. Paper was in short supply on both sides throughout the
war as making it was a slow process in those days. In 1864 a
rebel soldier wrote his wife, "Unless paper becomes more plen-
tiful I shall have to quit writing. It is worth a dollar a sheet!' An-
other man mentioned that a small bottle of ink had cost him
three dollars.

Civil War books are filled with soldiers' statements ex-
pressing hatred for the sutler. Officers considered him a neces-
sary evil while enlisted men regarded him as a thief and gouger
who systematically robbed them of their pay. Nevertheless, he
was the sole source of such items as stationery, tobacco, soap,
needles, thread, combs, candles and canned food.

Much of the animosity came about because most sales were
on credit, somewhat like the company store operation so
prevalent in textile and mining villages later on. Soldiers were
always one month behind and had to pledge their future to
buy what they needed today. The sutler had the soldier sign a
paymaster order, usually in whole dollar amounts, and the sut-
ler handed him that amount in tokens, scrip or chits (some-
times called "tickets"). It was a makeshift system to say the least.

The paymaster orders would be accumulated by the sutler
during the month and turned in to the military paymaster
three days before pay day. The paymaster then deducted what
was due the sutler before paying the soldiers. Typically, the sut-
ler would leave camp on pay day with most of the payroll
money, leaving the soldiers deeply resentful even though they
had spent their money voluntarily during the preceding weeks.
Many soldiers were aghast at how much they had spent.

Union Army Regulations of 1861 specified that a sutler could
not extend credit of more than one-third of a soldier's pay, but
the limits were not strictly enforced. There are some accounts
indicating that some soldiers received almost nothing on
pay day.

Other than the hassles over credit there were violent argu-
ments over prices. The typical soldier was convinced that the
sutler charged five times what an item was worth. Others
claimed his markup was 1,000 percent. The truth is hard to de-
termine. It is likely that the markup varied from one product to
another, depending upon spoilage and how close to the front
the sutler was allowed to operate. His losses were increased

even more when officers looked the other way while angry or
drunken soldiers attacked the sutler's but and took everything.

Something else that critics overlooked was that if a soldier
were killed in battle, died from disease or simply deserted, the
sutler was required by law to absorb the loss. Since he was
banned from the front lines because he might get in the way,
the sutler had a difficult time keeping track of the soldiers who
were listed as missing.

There is evidence that most sutlers simply charged what the
traffic would bear. A sutler located at the huge Union depot at
White House Landing in Virginia was supplying goods to the
soldiers of the 40th New York infantry. The sutler bought a
load of one hundred watermelons from a local farmer for five
cents each and sold them to the men for one dollar each, on
credit. A soldier talked to the farmer and told his comrades that
while the farmer had received five dollars, the sutler had ended
up with one hundred dollars in paymaster orders. There were
howls of protest from the soldiers, made worse at the end of
the month when the sutler left camp with $1,436 of a total pay-
roll of $2,354.

In fairness it should be pointed out that the sutler often had
problems that were not generally known. Before he could go
into business he had to obtain a commission that was issued
by a politician who sold the permit to the highest bidder. In
many cases the crooked politician became a silent partner of
the sutler, getting his cut at the end of the month. The sutler
had no choice except to increase his prices to cover the graft.

Some sutlers received some help from their politician
sponsors when they used their influence to keep inventory
flowing to the sutler or bribed railroad officials to expedite
shipments that might otherwise be left at depots to rot or be
hauled away by thieves.

We all know that the Civil War was fought under appalling
conditions in which thousands of slightly wounded men died
from infection. Food was notoriously poor as armies moved
from one area to another. Winters were especially harsh be-
cause of the chronic shortage of warm clothing and shoes.
Under such conditions it is not surprising that armies of men
buried their misery in alcohol.

A routine inspection in October 1861 revealed that in the
two hundred regiments examined, thirty one allowed sutlers to
sell liquor openly. In the other regiments the soldiers got their
liquor from bootleggers posing as "pie peddlers" Lager beer was
consumed in huge quantities since some doctors believed it
had medicinal qualities. In the Union army an officer could
employ the sutler as his "agent" to buy and deliver whatever he
wanted in the way of spirits. Soldiers on guard duty around
officers' tents witnessed many drunken parties while they
themselves were denied alcohol in any form.

There were many instances in which alcohol came into camp
under odd labels. On Thanksgiving Day of 1862, troops of the
39th Massachusetts Infantry enjoyed alcoholic beverages from
containers labelled "canned tomatoes!' Other shipments came
in boxes labelled "boots and shoes" The classic label however
had to be a crate of "Spiritus Frumenti," the medical name for
whiskey. More popular names for whiskey were "tanglefoot,"
"red eye" and "rot gut"

There were many men who were morally opposed to liquor
who found that they could get the same results from a bottle of
patent medicine. Typical of these remedies for every ailment of
man or beast was a product called "Hosteller's Bitters" made of
64 percent water, 4 percent herbs and 32 percent alcohol.
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"Hinkley's Bone Liniment" was even better. It contained a star-
tling 86 percent alcohol.

Since patent medicines represented a cheap and readily
available source of alcohol to the typical soldier, sutlers sold
literally millions of bottles. In recent years bottle collectors
have unearthed hundreds of these bottles, some with the
original labels intact.

Another commodity that was sold in quantity was tobacco.
Almost everyone used it in one form or another whether it was
cigars, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco or snuff. Sutlers sold all
of these but many products turned out to be something other
than real tobacco. Many soldiers complained that they knew
they were smoking weeds blended with a small quantity of real
tobacco leaf.

The list of items sold by sutlers is a long one. In addition to
those mentioned previously, they also sold reading material,
shoe blacking, wash basins, tooth brushes, razors and mirrors.
All kinds of cutlery were offered including scissors, knives,
forks, spoons and can openers. Coffee pots were also popular
even though real coffee was as hard to find as tobacco.

Since refrigeration was unknown, fresh food had to be
moved quickly. Vegetables and fruits were provided in season
when and if the sutler could find them close by. He also sold
canned meats and oysters, dried beef, milk, syrup, molasses,
raisins, crackers, sardines, sausages, eggs, butter, cheese and
pickles. Butter caused some problems when soldiers who came
down with food poisoning blamed the sutler for selling the
product after it had spoiled.

The worst of the sutlers pulled down those who tried to run
their businesses properly. One sutler who came out of the war
with his reputation intact was J.R. Bostwick, regimental sutler
attached to the 11th New York Cavalry. This group was known
as "Scott's Nine Hundred" and was part of the 8th and 22nd
Army Corps. Bostwick had a reputation for fair prices and good
products. He also loaned money at a fair rate of interest and
was quite tolerant with those who were late in their payments.
From all accounts he made a living while serving this one
group for the entire war, but left the service with little money.

Readers wanting a full account of sutler activities are referred
to Civil War Sutlers and Their Wares by Dr. Francis A. Lord. A lot
of research went into this book but even Dr. Lord found that in-
formation about Confederate sutlers was difficult to find.
Some of the names known to him were Asher, Cottingham,
Deupre, Edwards, Ezekial, Gray, Guthrie, Hartman, Kahn,

Kohn, Moken, Mooney, O'Neal, Rice, Sawtell, Sherwood,
Smith, Swan, White and Winslow. These are names to look for
as possible Confederate sutlers whose paper issues would be
quite valuable. Collectors are cautioned, however, that Dr.
Lord's list of Union sutlers also includes a Hartman, a Mooney,
a Rice, sixteen Smiths and four Whites. So name alone will not
separate Confederate from Union sutlers.

When the Civil War ended, the U.S. Congress got around to
reacting to the hundreds of letters it had received about the way
the military sutlers had treated the soldiers. In 1866 the name
"sutler" was replaced with the title "Post Trader!' A gradual
change took place as the government added items to those is-
sued to the troops. The military also kept close watch on the ac-
tivities of the post traders. Finally in 1893 the Post Exchange, or
PX, system was created. On larger military installations today
the PX is a modern supermarket selling a great variety of goods.

Thus the various forms, scrip, chits and tokens issued by the
Civil War sutlers became a fertile field for collectors. The Pay-
master Orders survived in unused sheet form but collectors
prefer those that were actually filled out and signed by soldiers.
Even better are the ones issued by sutlers attached to special
military units such as the Invalid Corps. Also prized are Pay-
master Orders which were entirely handwritten in a variety of
styles. Such items are considered scarce in today's market.

The scrip items come in a wide range of designs and sizes.
Some imitated the U.S. Fractional Currency then in circulation.
Other sutlers used ornate designs with military scenes and
patriotic symbols.

Given a choice, most sutlers would probably have preferred
to issue the small chits or tickets made of light cardboard.
Soldiers tended to lose them, which meant greater profits for
the sutlers. Chits were as varied as the printers who made them.
Most were simple job-printing products in which the printer
used what type elements he happened to have at the moment.
Advantages were that they could be produced quickly and
cheaply, two factors that pleased the sutlers. A few were round
but most were rectangular, typically one and one-half inches
long by one inch wide. Colors were white, tan, gray, yellow,
pink, red, green, blue, purple, and orange. Some were signed by
the sutlers but most were not. Circulated specimens show worn
rounded corners and are usually dirty.

David E. Schenkman, in his excellent book titled Civil War

Sutler Tokens and Cardboard Scrip (Jade House Publications, P.O.
Box 265, Bryantown, Maryland 20617), says that cardboard

1.R. Bostwick was the sutler attached to the 11th New York Cavalry. His handsome
scrip items imitated U.S. Fractional Currency and were issued in denominations of
54, 104, 254 and 504.
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This blank printed form is worth much less than one which has been filled out. It was printed in sheet form with spaces on
the left stub reserved for bookkeeping information. A.E Jackson was the sutler attached to the 23rd Maine Regiment.
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Sutler, _ 	 Reg 	Vols.

Paymaster Order form used by W Copes, Sutler, 89th Regiment, Ohio Volunteers, showing that a soldier named
Ephraim Bowman received $2 credit on August 11, 1863.
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Because coins had disappeared from circulation during the Civil War, merchants had to substitute cardboard chits in order to make
change. Many military sutlers were forced to do the same.
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This 51t scrip bore the signature of George Mountjoy, sutler attached to the Excelsior
Light Cavalry Brigade of New York. The identity of the young girl is not known.
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H.B. Sheldon, sutler attached to the 14th Massachusetts Regiment, Heavy Artillery, used some of the fanciest of all sutler scrip. Behind the
printing was a delicate lacework with the sutler's name in large letters. Such elaborate designs are much sought-after by today's collectors.

Scrip of Confederate Army Sutlers
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440th Re't Pa. Vols.

Good for 10 Cts.
BAIT DARRAGH, SUTLER.
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FOR
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As a substitute for coins, many sutlers issued chits made of light cardboard in colors such as tan, pink, yellow, orange, green, red and blue.
Since these items were small and fragile and easy to lose, they probably represented extra profit for the sutlers. Very few of these chits survived
the war and are seldom offered in today's market.
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The N.B. Sheldon scrip with the elaborate lacework background removed for legibility. The eagle at lower right is particularly attractive.

Pre-Civil War Item, predecessor of the Paymaster Order.

The Paymaster Order was a Civil War development. Prior to that time a post sutler extended credit or loaned money through the use of a
Demand Note like this one. Records at the National Archives show that William Kendall was the sutler at Fort Columbus, New York from
April 20, 1831 to November 11, 1868. Fort Columbus was built on Governors Island in New York harbor in 1806 to replace Fort lay. It was
not continuously manned but was activated and de-activated as the military situation required.

chits fall into a numismatic never-never land. This term is quite
accurate, but since they were were printed on a type of paper,
we will consider them a kind of paper money in this article.

Mr. Schenkman lists almost one hundred of these elusive
collectibles and illustrates about twenty-eight of them. He also
covers the coin-like tokens which were made of brass, copper-
nickel, iron, zinc, lead and hard rubber and are usually within
the domain of coin collectors.

Today coin and paper money collectors exhibit their sutler
items under the general title of "Civil War Emergency Money!'
Because such items are seldom seen, they create a lot of interest
whenever they are displayed.
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